Security in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) demands efficient key management schemes. In particular, one of the main research challenges is to ensure secure key storage by sensors due to their constrained resources and high exposure to tampering attempts. To address this issue, we have proposed SENSORLock, a secure key storage mechanism which can be applied to different key distribution architectures for WSNs. In this work, we evaluate SENSORLock through different study cases considering three key distribution architectures: TinySec, SPINS, and NCD. Our goal is to demonstrate its feasibility in large-scale sensor networks. Simulation results indicate that our mechanism introduces an average overhead of 1.9% in terms of end to end delay and provides a similar estimated power consumption compared to the aforementioned architectures. Hence, we argue that it is feasible to use SENSORLock (i) in large-scale sensor networks and (ii) under different key distribution schemes.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a particular case of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Sensor networks are composed of tiny nodes that collect data from the environment in which they are deployed, sending data through multiple hops toward sink nodes. These networks are applied with several purposes from weather forecasting to assisted living, contributing to the pervasive computing [1, 2] .
Key management in WSNs certainly drives many issues. Indeed, it is frequently claimed that standard security mechanisms are prohibitive in WSNs because they demand extensive use of scarce resources, such as processing power, battery capacity, limited memory, and low bandwidth. However, since sensors are typically unattended, it is a challenge to protect sensitive data stored in sensors, as well as cryptographic keys. Key storage is a challenging issue in sensor networks which still demands suitable solutions [3] [4] [5] .
In a previous work, we introduced SENSORLock [6] . It is a mechanism that assures secure key storage in sensors.
In that work, its architecture is proposed and a first study case is presented where SENSORLock is applied. Besides, the evaluation was carried out so as to (i) show mathematically that the whole system and its keys are protected even if sensors are tampered with and (ii) determine the mechanism processing overhead using small-scale experiments. However, that work does not demonstrate the feasibility of using SENSORLock in different key distribution architectures and large-scale WSNs.
The main contribution of this work is to extend the application and supply a large-scale evaluation of SENSORLock to three distinct key distribution architectures: TinySec [7] , SPINS [8] , and network coding distribution (NCD) [9] . In this sense, we analyze SENSORLock through simulations using the TinyOS platform considering large-scale networks with 49, 100, 144, 225, and 400 nodes. For experimentation, we use the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) as routing protocol and the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Algorithm. Simulation results reveal that SENSORLock scheme introduces an average end to end communication delay overhead varying from 0.5% to 4.4%. Moreover, the results indicate a quite similar estimated power consumption compared to existing approaches. Hence, this work demonstrates the feasibility of implementing such scheme in different key distribution architectures and large-scale sensor networks.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a study regarding key storage and distribution in WSNs. In Section 3, we present a brief description of SENSORLock mechanism and propose its application to three relevant key distribution architectures for WSNs. Section 4 presents large-scale simulation results and a discussion about them. Finally, in Section 5, the conclusions and future work are presented.
Related Works
According to Menezes et al. [10] , key management deals with the following procedures: key generation, distribution, and deployment; key control and usage; key revocation and elimination; and key storage and backup. In our previous work, we focused on secure symmetric keys storage supported by a cryptographic module (CM) responsible for holding a secret used to encrypt all system keys and data stored within the sensor's flash memory. We argue that CMs are affordable and, therefore, can be incorporated to off-the-shelf sensors, as discussed in Kazienko et al. [6] .
In general sense, WSNs security architectures have been more concerned with key distribution, as the work of Alcaraz et al. [13] . Indeed, it consists in an important issue specially in wireless networks in which data is potentially subject to unauthorized access. However, it is also important to protect keys stored in unattended sensors. If a sensor is tampered with, it may compromise the network partially or even completely depending on the key distribution scheme adopted.
According to Hu and Sharma [14] , there are two classes of tamper proof mechanisms: active and passive. The former involves tamper proof hardware circuits within the sensor nodes that enable an immediate response to tampering attempts, what makes them tamper-responsive. The latter includes mechanisms that do not require active circuits, such as protective coatings and tamper seals. In general, such material is tamper-evident, but some of them may damage the protected area if removed and, because of that, they are also called tamper-resistant mechanisms.
Additionally, some integrated circuit manufacturers offer affordable cryptographic modules (CMs), also known as trusted platform module (TPM). Table 1 shows CMs and their features, applications, and prices. As example of an off-theshelf CM is AT97SC3204-U1M90 Atmel Crypto Controller-TPM [5] . Such CM costs USD 5.61 that corresponds to just 4% of the cost of a sensor TelosB or MicaZ. Therefore, we argue that it is an acceptable cost to aggregate security in sensor's operation. In general, such CMs use active tamper proof mechanisms in order to protect sensitive data.
Traditionally, such modules are prepared to operate with asymmetric encryption algorithms, secure storage area, and true random number generator. However, public key cryptography is not suitable to sensor networks due to its processing costs and the need of an infrastructure that is difficult to provide in ad hoc networks, specially WSNs. On the other hand, symmetric encryption is computationally cheaper demanding low complexity infrastructure to such networks. Thus, sensor networks CMs could be simpler and should be customized to operate in this kind of network.
Martina et al. [15] proposed an open protocol targeted at secure private key management within hardware security modules (HSMs). The authors argued that such security modules protect the private key against attacks that involve logical and physical tampering or even the extraction of sensitive information from the protected area. As the protocol is designed to public key infrastructure environments, internal hardware and functions are prepared to operate with asymmetric encryption that implies higher computational cost and power consumption than symmetric encryption, as previously discussed.
One of the most popular architectures to sensor networks security is TinySec [7] . The authors argue that end to end security is unsuitable to WSNs due to data aggregation because intermediate nodes eventually may need to access, modify, and eliminate such information. As an alternative, they defend that security services such as authentication, integrity, and confidentiality should be provided between neighboring nodes, proposing their implementation at the link layer. The authors explain their architecture may support the development of a key distribution mechanism; however they do not define such mechanism. The TinySec architecture enables the authenticated message exchange among sensors through message authentication codes (MAC). Thus, the proposal uses a shared master key predistributed among all network nodes. For this reason, if an attacker captures the keys of just one node he has access to all network communications.
Perrig et al. [8] proposed security protocols for sensor network (SPINS) that defines a set of security protocols International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 targeted to sensor networks. It is composed of two blocks: SNEP, Secure Network Encryption Protocol, and TESLA, in reference to the microversion of Timed, Efficient, Streaming, Loss-Tolerant Authentication Protocol. The former provides data confidentiality, authentication between nodes, and data freshness. The latter provides authenticated broadcast for networks with scarce resources. In SPINS, the security services are provided basically through symmetric encryption and MACs. The authors propose a symmetric protocol that relies on a sink node as a trusted third part responsible for pairwise key distribution. Each node shares a predistributed master secret key with the sink node. From this key, other keys are derived and used for secure communication between nodes. The work of Perrig et al. [8] does not assume secure storage.
Differently from previous proposals, the system of Oliveira and Barros [9] , hereinafter referred to as network coding distribution (NCD), is based on key distribution, key predistribution, and mobility. In such scheme, the task of key distribution, which is carried out using a network coding technique [16] , is accomplished by a mobile node (MN). This system, however, has a limitation: it allows an attacker to discover all keys used in the system when accessing the memory of any sensor along with the mobile node memory access.
On the other hand, SENSORLock deals with the problem of security in sensor networks from a broader perspective. It considers the need for secure key storage in sensor nodes quite important since they are great in number and their content is subject to capturing and tampering attempts. Thus, besides security in key distribution it is also intended, as explained in Section 3, to provide a larger resiliency and robustness to the system in such a way that the sensors' capturing and tampering will not result in any key discovery.
SENSORLock Mechanism
First, we present SENSORLock and its fundamentals in Section 3.1. After, in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we propose how to apply SENSORLock to two classical WSN key distribution schemes. Both are based on key predistribution. In Section 3.4, we propose the application of SENSORLock to a system based on key distribution that uses multiple keys. Thus, we demonstrate that SENSORLock is applicable to different key distribution schemes.
Fundamentals.
SENSORLock is a secure key storage mechanism which can be applied to different key distribution architectures for WSNs. Essentially, SENSORLock mechanism addresses the key exposure problem by defining the following fundamentals:
(1) All keys stored in memory must be encrypted with a sensor private secret from sensor . (2) The secret must be stored in a cryptographic module (CM) with tamper proof technology. (3) The CM must contain hardware modules to encrypt and decrypt keys and messages without even exposing the secret or the keys used to encrypt and decrypt messages. Based on such fundamentals, SENSORLock CM architecture is depicted in Figure 1 . The secrets and are stored in nonvolatile memory. The secret is used to encrypt and decrypt all keys stored in sensor memory. On the other hand, is generated and used during the key renewal process. Such keys are stored in tamper-responsive device that assures the destruction of them when a tampering attempt to CM is detected. A key generation (KG) block is used for generating and renewing of secret.
The block 1 is used to key initialization. For that, it receives a key from sensor's memory and secret stored within CM. The output of this block is the encrypted key which is stored in sensor's memory. Moreover, 1 block and exclusive or block ⊕ cooperate for receiving keys. That is, the ⊕ block receives the distribution message and recovers a key that belongs to the other sensor, represented as ( 2) in Figure 1 . Soon after that, such key is input of 1 block, which encrypts it within the CM and stores it within the sensor's memory.
The block 2 performs key decryption. Its input is an encrypted key from the sensor's memory and the secret . The outputs are the key ( ) in plain text from sensor . Such key may be input of exclusive or block, as aforementioned, or input of the block 3 .
The block 3 receives as input the key ( ) and a message . The kind of processing that the block 3 does over such message is defined through control information from the application. Thus, the block 3 can process the message in different ways: encryption ( ) ( ), decryption ( ) ( ), and computation of message authentication codes MAC ( ) ( ). Moreover, the application selects the suitable key from sensor's memory according to the security service demanded (confidentiality, authenticity, or integrity) and sends it to SENSORLock. As example of possible outputs from block
The architecture TinySec is shown in (a) [7] . The application of SENSORLock to TinySec architecture is depicted in (b).
It is important to realize that even though the main motivation to use SENSORLock lies on the protection of keys stored in sensor's memory, its design allows encrypting all data collected by sensor.
The CM's generic design supports free choice of symmetrical algorithm, to encrypt and decrypt the secret , used within CM blocks allowing its customization. We can cite as symmetric ciphers the RC5 and AES [17] [18] [19] .
As SENSORLock random number generator, an option of use is TinyRNG proposed by Francillon and Castelluccia [20] . It consists in a deterministic algorithm that generates pseudorandom numbers for nodes in WSNs. The authors proposed the use of bit errors in messages received by sensor as source of entropy. TinyRNG uses encryption algorithms, as CBC-MAC presented in Section 4.1, also used in SENSORLock what facilitates its implementation as KG within the proposed mechanism. Besides, a public implementation of TinyRNG is available which may contribute to reducing SENSORLock production costs.
In this paper, SENSORLock is applied to three symmetric key distribution architectures: TinySec, SPINS, and NCD. TinySec and SPINS are well-known security architectures for WSNs. They are based on key predistribution where a reduced number of keys are stored within sensors. Differently, NCD is based on predistribution and distribution. Moreover, it supports the storage of a huge number of keys in each sensor. It is important to highlight that SENSORLock is applicable to all architectures aforementioned, as detailed in the next sections.
Study Case I: SENSORLock
Applied to TinySec. To solve the stored keys exposed problem observed in TinySec architecture and increase its robustness, we propose the application of SENSORLock in its context. TinySec provides security through shared master keys, called TinySec Keys, among all network nodes: conf is used for confidentiality and the other, MAC , is used to supply authentication and integrity of messages. Therefore, it is important to highlight that the capture of just one node by an attacker may lead to the impersonation of legitimate sensors and the access to network communications.
TinySec is depicted in Figure 2 (a). In steps (1), (2), and (3), we can verify that the keys MAC and conf are distributed before the network operation. In step (4), the keys are used to encrypt a message. if confidentiality, integrity, and authentication are important, first conf is used to encrypt the packet payload field. Later on, the computation of the message MAC is done. Beyond the key MAC , such computation receives as input whole packet. Finally, the MAC is attached to the packet. In step (5) the decryption of the message is carried out.
In Figure 2 (b), SENSORLock is applied to TinySec. Initially, the keys are generated and predistributed among the sink and sensors. In the sensors , and sink, such keys are initialized, as shown in steps (1), (2), and (3). That is, MAC and conf are encrypted with the key from each sensor. Afterwards, the plain text versions of the keys are removed from the sensor memory, remaining only their encrypted version.
Suppose that Sensor wishes to send a message with confidentiality to Sensor ; first we should accomplish the decryption operation ( conf ), as depicted in steps (4) and (5) . Later on, the message is encrypted conf ( ). On Sensor , is received (7) . conf is decrypted through steps (8) and (9) . Finally, the message is decrypted in Sensor through the function conf ( ) (10) .
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Flash memory Through the application of SENSORLock, MAC and conf are stored in a encrypted way in sensor memory. All encryption and decryption operation of such keys is accomplished within CM, avoiding plain text keys exposure in sensor memory. In summary, SENSORLock shields the keys used in TinySec architecture avoiding that attackers can read plain text keys from sensor memory, impersonating legitimate nodes or listen to the network communications.
For the SENSORLock applied to TinySec case, we argue that the access to the stored keys within sensors, sink included, simultaneously does not aggregate information to system keys discovery. That is, as each sensor encrypts keys with its own secret , the key discovery likelihood remains 1/2 corresponding to brute-force attack.
Study Case II: SENSORLock
Applied to SPINS. The second study case presents SENSORLock application to SPINS. In SPINS, in SNEP block, the authors pose an approach based on the use of pairwise shared master symmetric keys between sink and each sensor node. Perrig et al. [8] explain that other keys are generated from master key in order to provide security services. However, we point out that the secure storage of this key becomes critical. Since all master keys are stored as plain text, in sensors and in the sink, a capture and memory reading attack of a given Sensor compromise (i) the communications security between sensor and sink and also the communications security among sensor nodes. Figure 3 (a) depicts the SNEP key predistribution scheme. For the supplying of security services, SNEP uses symmetric cryptography and MAC. A project option is the use of different keys for encryption and MAC computation so as to avoid key reuse. In the network initialization, the shared key ( , X , etc.) is loaded in regular sensor and sink memories, as depicted in steps (1), (2) , and (4) of Figure 3 (a). Such key is not used for message encryption. Nevertheless, the key is used as input of a derivation function [8] that yields, on its turn, the keys , , , and , steps (1) and (2), considering Sensor as example. Actually, such keys are employed in message encryption, as shown in steps (3) and (5). The keys are used for the confidentiality service and the keys are used for the message authentication service. These keys are directional keys used according to the communication direction.
An example of key agreement using SNEP is presented in Perrig et al. [8] . Nevertheless, a lack of secure storage becomes possible that an attacker impersonates a given sensor and accomplishes key agreement with a legitimate sensor. In Figure 3 (b), it presented SENSORLock application to SPINS encrypting the master key and derived keys as in sensors as in sink that mitigates the sensor impersonation problem by an attacker. In their proposal, the authors do not clarify how long such keys remain in memory. Also, what is the impact of frequently keys generation in terms of processing overhead and energy consumption is not addressed. We argue that such points are important in WSNs that typically have a huge amount of nodes. On the other hand, when the encryption of such keys is done, the keys can be stored for long periods in a safe way in sensor, avoiding generation, that is, derivations → , , , frequently. With the encryption of the master key and derived keys , SENSORLock application to SPINS prevents impersonation of legitimate sensors and, consequently, key agreement between an attacker node and a legitimate node.
For this study case, we highlight that the access to the stored keys within sensors, sink included, simultaneously does not aggregate information to system keys discovery. That is, as each sensor encrypts keys with its own secret , the key discovery likelihood remains 1/2 corresponding to bruteforce attack.
Study Case III: SENSORLock
Applied to NCD. This study case is based on the Oliveira and Barros [9] scheme referred in this paper as network coding distribution (NCD). A previous 
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Flash memory study of this system was carried out in Kazienko et al. [6] .
In such work, it was presented a mathematical analysis and small-scale experiments in order to measure what is the processing overhead due to the application of SENSORLock in communications between sensors. On the other hand, in this work, we evaluate such scheme in large-scale WSNs. The scheme in Figure 4 (a) depicts pairwise keys distribution in WSNs. All system keys are stored as encrypted text in MN that accomplishes XOR operation between previously stored keys, one from Sensor and other from Sensor . These sensors want to communicate with each other (1) . Through such operation, the key is canceled out. In (2) it is possible to verify the pairwise key distribution encrypted broadcast transmission. In steps (3) and (4), the keys are received and stored as plain text in Sensors and . In this approach, if MN and a network regular sensor are captured [4] , it is easy to derive the information which is used to encrypt all system keys, compromising its security. On the other hand, we point out that SENSORLock can be applied to encrypt several keys as demanded by NCD architecture analyzed in this study.
In Figure 4 (b), SENSORLock is applied. In the first place, it takes place the network initialization. In MN, all system keys are generated and stored in a encrypted way with the key (1). In sensors, the initialization consists in encrypting predistributed keys to them, as shown in steps (2) and (3). After this procedure, just the encrypted versions of such keys remain in flash memory, and the other version, in plain text, is removed.
In operation phase, NM sends a broadcast message (5) that is decoded only by sensors and (6) (7) . In (6), it takes place as the ( ) ⊕ ( ) ⊕ ( ) . As result of that operation, it is obtained as ( ) . Later on, 's key is encrypted using the secret and stored within sensor flash memory. When it is needed to send a encrypted message , such key must be decrypted. This is done within of the CM as follows: the encrypted key ( ( ) ) (8) and the key (9) are input parameters of the decryption function ; thus ( ( ( ) )) = ( ) . This key, ( ) , and the message to be sent (10) are input parameter to the encryption function yielding the encrypted text to be sent:
( ) ( ). On the other hand, Sensor receives the encrypted message ( ) ( ) (11) . Later on, it decrypts 's key (12) using its secret (13) in the following way: ( ( ( ) )) = ( ) . This key, ( ) , and the encrypted message serve as input parameter of another decryption function. Such function yields a plain text message (14) by the operation ( ) ( ( ) ( )). Therefore, all messages are encrypted with the sender's key.
The generic design of CM ensures freedom to choose the symmetric algorithm, as RC5 [17] and AES [19] , for example, used by cryptographic functions running within CM. Additionally, we present a mathematical analysis to demonstrate SENSORLock's security against capturing and tampering attacks.
Differently from the NCD's proposal, where the access to the sensors memory allows an attacker to discover all the keys of the system, SENSORLock's design assumes, by definition, that an attacker can exploit two attack points: the mobile node and the sensors. We specifically consider the following attacker model composed of threats caused by an attacker:
(i) The attacker is capable of listening to the wireless medium.
(ii) The attacker has free transit in the area in which the WSN is deployed.
(iii) The attacker can capture and access the memories of the sensors, the mobile node or both.
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As demonstrated by NCD's authors, the access to the MN memory in an isolated way and consequently the knowledge of { 1 ⊕ , 2 ⊕ , . . . , ⊕ } does not increase the information that the attacker possesses regarding any key of the system. Mathematically, that verification can be described as:
The result of (1) is given by the application of Bayes' theorem. After defining events : { = } and : { 1 ⊕ = 1 , . . . , ⊕ = } and calculating the probability ( | ), the independence of both events is verified:
As and are independent, ( | ) = ( ), from (2), the occurrence of event (the knowledge of the MN ciphered keys) does not influence the occurrence of event (the discovery of a system key).
The same reasoning used for (1) is valid for secure key storage in the sensor side. In such case, the memory content knowledge of certain sensor isolated, that is, { 1 ⊕ , 2 ⊕ , . . . , ⊕ }, does not supply more information to the attacker about the keys stored in the sensor. Hence, by defining event :
where event denotes the knowledge of the ciphered keys stored in the sensor.
Moreover, SENSORLock allows an additional level of security in relation to the approach wSS, which makes the system more robust, even if the attacker has access to the memories of the mobile node and of any sensor from the network, simultaneously. The resiliency against such event is demonstrated as follows. Theorem 1. The knowledge of memory content of a sensor and the mobile node, simultaneously, does not increase the information concerning any key used by the system.
We have already seen in the previous paragraphs that ( | ) = ( ) and ( | ) = ( ). Additionally, we want to prove that ( | ∩ ) = ( ). As events , , and , previously defined, are mutually independent, the multiplication theorem or compound probability is applied:
By redrafting (3), the following is obtained:
However, on account of the independence among events, we can consider that ( ∩ ∩ ) = ( ) ⋅ ( ) ⋅ ( ) and ( | ) = ( ). Then, it is possible to substitute the terms in (4) as follows:
From that we obtain:
Hence, we demonstrate the system's security increases by the using of SENSORLock since the capturing of sensors and MN simultaneously does not increase the information concerning any key used by the system.
Evaluation
In this section, we present the experiments in order to evaluate SENSORLock mechanism. First, we present the methodology used. Second, the implemented architectures are described. Finally, we reveal our findings.
4.1.
Methodology. Firstly, we want to highlight that a security analysis was carried out in Kazienko and Albuquerque [21] . Additionally, real small-scale experiments were accomplished in Kazienko et al. [6] where a small scenario was deployed with TelosB and MicaZ sensors. Experimental results revealed the low footprint of code and SENSORLock low processing overhead. Another remark that facilitates experiments consists in the code developed for TinyOS: the same code is used for simulations and practical experiments.
In this work, for large-scale simulations, the following tools and platforms are used: TinyOS, nesC, TOSSIM, CTP, and security mechanisms. In the next paragraphs, we describe each of them.
TinyOS is a component-based operating system specifically developed for WSNs. TinyOS is written in nesC (network embedded systems C) language and it is free and open source. Such language is an event-driven programming language used to create sensor applications to run on TinyOS [22] . In our experiments, version 2.1.1 was used. TinyOS is operating system based in components. There are two kinds of components: module that contains the application implemented and configurations, responsible for connecting components.
For simulations, we used TinyOS Simulator (TOSSIM) [23] . TOSSIM is a discrete event simulator and works by translating hardware interrupts into discrete events. TOSSIM is a library of TinyOS. It is important to highlight that the TinyOS Simulator supports only the MicaZ architecture in its compilation process. Therefore, our experiments are performed over such architecture.
An important component available in TinyOS is the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP). It consists in a protocol responsible for routing and forwarding messages from regular network nodes to sink node. CTP organizes the network in tree structure with father and son nodes. The protocol builds routes of minimal cost to sink using the expected transmission count (ETX) metric. It is important to highlight that all implemented architectures in this work use such routing protocol. CTP was tested in different testbeds and was integrated with TinyOS 2.1.1, which supported our decision in its adoption. However, any WSN routing protocol could be considered for it.
Regarding security algorithms, we adapt the codes of [7, 24] according to our experimental purposes. All implemented and evaluated architectures in this paper employ AES encryption algorithm in cipher block chaining (CBC) operation mode. Also, we use CBC-MAC algorithm for MAC computations. Such MAC algorithm operates in CBC mode with AES as encryption algorithm. Its mechanism is quite similar to pure encryption, just for confidentiality. The main changing consists in filling with zeros the initialization vector. Thus, the last block of the message serves as authentication code [25] . It is important to mention that any block cipher symmetric algorithms could be used in our experiments. However, in order to carry out a fair comparison among evaluated architectures, security services are implemented using both AES, for confidentiality, and CBC-MAC, for authentication and integrity, in all architectures.
Simulated Architectures Description.
We implemented specific applications so as to reproduce the working of each architecture. Thus, there are 7 simulation scenarios. Actually, there are 35 scenarios because for each scenario, the 7 ones said previously, are simulated networks with 49, 100, 144, 225, and 400 sensor nodes. The simulated area is 300 × 300 meters. The topology is relatively uniform, since the area is divided into the same amount of cells compared to the number of simulated sensors. Nevertheless, each sensor may be deployed in any part inside the cell. The 7 key distribution architectures implemented are described as follows:
(1) Without Cryptography System. (wC) There is neither message nor key encryption in such architecture. Whole messages are sent as plain text.
(2) TinySec. (TinySec) In such approach, the same key is predistributed among network sensors. The sensors generate a message and compute its MAC, sending both through the network. Intermediate sensors an sink receive such a message and compute MAC's received message, that is, MAC . These nodes just forward messages where MAC = MAC . TinySec is described in Section 3.2.
(3) SENSORLock over TinySec. (SL/TinySec) In this scenario, SENSORLock is applied to TinySec. It was coded as a function that plays the role of cryptographic module where takes place encryption, decryption and secret storage. In this architecture, the predistributed key used to compute MACs is encrypted with and stored within the sensor memory. Whenever the sensor sends a certain message, such a key is decrypted, with , and used to encrypt the message. In Section 3.2, it has shown more details about how to apply SENSORLock to TinySec architecture. Both are transmitted intermittently. Since the sensors recover pairwise keys, the communications take place. We point out that the communication takes place between node son and node father; that is, such nodes must share keys so that there is communication between them. Before forwarding a message, the node son verifies if there is a shared key with its father. In case it is true, the message is sent. The keys must be shared between sons and fathers due to the CTP son-father communication flows, which is used in our implementation. It is sufficient that just a pair of sensors in the end to end path do not have shared keys so that the message does not arrive to sink node. In such case, the message is discharged before to reach the sink. NCD architecture is discussed in Section 3.4.
(7) SENSORLock over Network Coding Distribution.
(SL/NCD) In this scenario, SENSORLock is applied to NCD. In SL/NCD, the preloaded keys into the sensors are encrypted with . Before the sensor sends a message, the key must be decrypted so as to encrypt the message. When the MN distributes keys, the sensors receive these keys and soon after they encrypt them with their secrets . Such new architecture, SENSORLock applied to NCD, is described in Section 3.4.
Among the studied architectures, NCD demands a MN for key distribution. Nevertheless, it is important to remark the authors do no specify its the mobility model in their proposal. Due to it, in NCD codification, it is used as a random mobility model. In this sense, during each simulation run, MN is deployed in 10 different positions within the 300 × 300 m terrain. Also, so as to simplify NCD architecture implementation, in each position the MN distributes all keys combination. It differs from NCD description; however it does not affect the results.
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 9 For this evaluation, we consider the following metrics: end to end delay, power consumption estimation, number of sent/received packets, number of hops, access medium time, and scalability. Table 2 shows simulation parameters. Each simulation stop when the number of events generated described in Table 2 is reached. As examples of events, we can cite the transmission and receiving of messages, access to sensor's memory, sensing, and so on [23] .
To start with, we present the average end to end delay for a 49-node network in Figure 5 . This average is obtained from 100 simulation runs. It is observed as a very low time difference among studied systems. The end to end delay difference obtained in SL/TinySec approach over TinySec is 2.057 ms. On the other hand, the results indicate an end to end delay difference from SL/SPINS approach over SPINS of 8.877 ms. Also, the end to end delay difference observed in SL/NCD over NCD is 13.580 ms. Hence, it is fair to state that SENSORLock introduces an average overhead of 8.171 ms (1,3%) and, on the other hand, it offers the benefit of ensuring confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity in network communications.
In general, the values oscillate between 453.482 ms and 1152.735 ms for wC, Tinysec, SL/TinySec, SPINS, and SL/ SPINS architectures. We observe that wC architecture presents a lower average delay in comparison to SPINS and TinySec architectures. On the other hand, the average delay in SPINS and SL/SPINS slightly overcomes wC architecture. Differently from wC system, SPINS accomplishes cryptographic procedures as key derivation and MAC computation by a regular sensor node. Additionally, sink node derives the key and computes MAC again so as to verify message authenticity and integrity. The average value of SL/SPINS denotes a negligible overhead over SPINS, as observed. However, the bar that represents the TinySec architecture overcomes the other approaches exposed untill here. It is relevant to remember that in TinySec implementation a MAC is computed per hop in end to end path, causing major processing overhead and, consequently, increasing the end to end delay when compared to wC and SPINS approaches. As indicated through our experiments, SL/TinySec introduces a negligible overhead in terms of end to end delay increasing compared to TinySec.
On the other hand, the NCD and SL/NCD architectures obtained low delays compared to remaining approaches. Several factors contribute to such behavior, as the NCD architectures peculiarities and the CTP protocol operation.
Implementation details and NCD peculiarities help to explain the obtained results regarding delay. In NCD approach, it is enough that just a pair of sensors (node son and node father) in end to end path does not have shared keys so that the message does not reach sink. Hence, messages from sensors placed near to sink, in terms of number of hops, tend to have more success probability in delivery of messages. Thus, on average, messages with 1hop distance nodes from sink are frequently delivered in NCD and SL/NCD architectures. This explains lower end to end delay and the abrupt reduction of number of delivered messages to sink node, when compared to other approaches. We highlight that during simulations node message delivery was observed with, for example, 7 and 8 hops far from sink. However, the number of 1-hop delivered messages observed was too big that result in an average of 1.84 hops for NCD 49 architecture and 1.85 hops for SL/NCD 49 architecture. Such data is shown in Table 3 .
Another NCD architecture peculiarity is the fact that there are two kinds of messages: distribution messages and sending data messages. Both are transmitted intermittently during all simulation time. It is believed that such aspect contributes to collision increment and, as a consequence, message loss increment, decreasing chances of message delivery of nodes far, number of hops, from sink node.
Additionally, the working of CTP protocol also can influence obtained result. In CTP, the relation son-father between nodes can change during the experiment (simulation run) that result in changing in relation son-father. Eventually, after such changing, the son may not share keys with its new father and all message forwarded to such son node will not be forwarded toward sink node. Hence, as the bigger the end to end delay in terms of number of hops, the bigger the probability for a message to be dropped. On the other hand, those nodes placed near sink have major probability of delivery of their messages what contribute to the reduction of end to end delay in NCD and SL/NCD architectures. For NCD codification, it is used as the current implementation of CTP available in TinyOS 2.1.1 where the beacon default initial value is 128 ms. The beacon is sent periodically and its value is incremented. It is used by CTP to link quality estimation. From that, a node can be associated with other father nodes in the new network tree established by CTP protocol. Figure 6 shows the average end to end delay for a 100-node network. This average is obtained from 100 simulation runs. The delays oscillate between 684.828 ms and 1666.495 ms to wC, Tinysec, SL/TinySec, SPINS, and SL/SPINS architectures. The results indicate a similar behavior to 49-node network where wC presents minor average delays in relation to SPINS and TinySec architectures; SPINS and SL/SPINS delay bars slightly overcome wC. SL/SPINS presents negligible overhead over SPINS architecture. However, TinySec and SL/TinySec bars result in higher delay than wC, SPINS, and SL/SPINS. One of the reasons is the major processing overhead in MACs computation. It is observed as a similar behavior in NCD and SL/NCD bars when compared to the 49-node networks. Their delays are remarkably small in relation to other architectures, due to the aforementioned reasons in the 49-node network.
In general, it is observed as a low end to end delay difference among systems. The difference of TinySec over SL/ TinySec is 6.163 ms. The difference of SL/SPINS over SPINS is 24.531 ms. Finally, the difference of NCD over SL/NCD is 4.858 ms. In case of SL/TinySec, it is possible to notice in Figure 6 that the bar is slightly overcome by TinySec. However, it is not possible to state that an architecture is more efficient than others, because the error bars are statistically equivalent. Besides, we believe that simulation random component contributes to such result. Thus, we argue that SENSORLock mechanism introduces an average processing overhead of 7.742 ms (1.0%).
Delay (s)
Simulated scenarios Figure 6 : Average end to end delay from 100 simulation runs for a 100-node network. Figures 7, 8 , and 9 present simulation results obtained from 100 simulation runs for 144-node, 225-node, and 400node networks, respectively. For 144, 225, and 400 nodes, SENSORLock applications reveal 2.3%, 0.5%, and 4.4%, respectively, of overhead in terms of average end to end delay when compared to architectures that do not use such mechanism (TinySec, SPINS, and NCD).
The average number of transmitted (by sensors) and received messages (by sink) in all architectures is shown in Figure 10 . This result reveals a decreasing behavior where the amount of delivered messages decreases according to the size of the network increases. It is important to notice that each experiment performs an amount of 10 million events. Thus, as the number of events is the same for all simulations, nodes in sparse network scenarios send more messages than nodes in dense network scenarios.
Besides, such behavior is also explained by major likelihood of packets collision occurrence in dense networksthe simulated area is kept the same for all scenarios: 300 m × 300 m-since the wireless medium, which is shared by nodes, is used for transmission. Another aspect that explains such decreasing behavior is that more dense networks tend to have long end to end paths between nodes that increases the delivery time and the message loss probability.
It is observed that the architectures wC, TinySec, SL/TinySec, SPINS, and SL/SPINS present high absolute values of message sending, since the sending of messages is not conditioned to the existing of a shared key. That is, wC does not use any keys, whereas the keys are previously known by the sender and the receiver nodes, considering the remaining architectures aforementioned.
On the other hand, the NCD and SL/NCD architectures present smaller absolute values of sent messages. This is because in such architectures the sender node may not share keys with the receiver node. In this case, the message is not sent that results in reduction of effectively transmitted messages compared to other architectures. As aforementioned, the sender (node son) must share a key with receiver (node father) so that the message can be sent hop by hop safely in such architectures.
It is important to observe that SENSORLock is implemented over other architectures; the number of sent messages is very similar to the same scenario without its use (TinySec, SPINS, and NCD). Therefore, our mechanism does not introduce overhead in sent messages as well as significant variations in message delivery ratio. The delivery ratio is given by the ratio of the number of received messages and the number of transmitted messages. Figure 11 illustrates the message delivery ratio for all studied architectures.
Regarding the received messages, message loss is due to interferences and collisions present in wireless medium. Specially, it is observed that the number of received messages using NCD and SL/NCD is smaller than using other approaches, since NCD and SL/NCD demand hop by hop key sharing for a message to be successfully forwarded to sink. Particularly, one aspect that can contribute to the small amount of received packets in TinySec and SL/TinySec consists in eventual packet drops due to MACs verification by intermediate sensors in end to end path. Such hop by hop verification does not take place in SPINS, for example, that verifies MACs only in end systems. In general, the scenarios present a delivery ratio with variation between 16% and 76%.
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The other relevant issue in sensor networks is power consumption. Thus, measurements are done in order to estimate power consumption by nodes in several studied architectures. Figure 12 shows an average power consumption estimative for all network.
For estimation of network power consumption, the following events are considered: the sending, the forwarding, and the receiving of messages. We deem that processing consumption is less significant compared to power consumption caused by radio data transmission and receiving. The power consumption in radio transmission and receiving modes was obtained from MicaZ architecture specification because our simulation experiments are carried out over such sensor architecture [26] . The network overall consumption is presented in Joule (J), as Figure 12 . It is realized that energy consumption decreases as the network scalability increases for each architecture. A similar behavior is also observed in transmitted and received messages, in Figure 10 , that decrease as network scalability increases. Such similar behaviors are expected since energy consumption is calculated in function of transmitted and received messages, which decrease due to major medium competition in more dense scenarios.
The energy consumption is similar among architectures with same number of nodes. For example, scenarios as Tiny-Sec 49 and SL/TinySec 49, SPINS 49, and SL SPINS 49 reveal a similar energy consumption demanded by SENSORLock in relation to other approaches. Though NCD 49 and SL/NCD have absolute values too smaller than previous scenarios, their difference in terms of energy consumption is also similar. Figure 13 depicts the average consumption by node. Such consumption is given by the reason between the network overall consumption and the network number of node, for each evaluated architecture. Figure 14 shows the average time demanded by medium access control mechanism based on CSMA/CA. It is important to point out that such time is part of end to end delay in each message sent, in average. In the case of wC, TinySec, SL/TinySec, SPINS, and SL/SPINS architectures, it is noticed as a increasing behavior of time demanded by medium access control mechanism as the network scalability (49, 100, 144, 225, and 400 nodes) increases. It is because the medium competition and eventual collisions increase with the increasing of number of network nodes. Such scenario causes the increasing of waiting time for access medium.
However, the NCD and SL/NCD architectures present opposite behavior. That is, the time demanded by medium access control mechanism tends to decrease as the number of network nodes increases. This is due to the smaller access medium competition than other architectures. As aforementioned, NCD and SL/NCD have the peculiarity of sending messages only when two nodes share keys that decreases the access medium competition and, consequently, the waiting time to obtain such access.
Conclusion
The main contribution of this work is to apply SENSORLock to three different key distribution architectures, TinySec, SPINS, and network coding distribution, and evaluate its performance. SENSORLock is a secure key storage mechanism which can be applied to different key distribution architectures tailored for WSNs. Its main goal is to solve the stored keys exposure problem. Additionally, SENSORLock may protect all data stored in sensor's memory.
In this work, we focus on large-scale experiments relying on 49-node, 100-node, 144-node, 225-node, and 400-node networks. In this sense, we present an evaluation of SEN-SORLock through simulation using the TinyOS platform. We implement key distribution architectures using broadly known protocols and algorithms, as Collection Tree Protocol and Advanced Encryption Algorithm.
Simulation results reveal that SENSORLock is lightweight introducing low end to end communication delay and an estimated power consumption quite similar to existing approaches. We believe that SENSORLock can be produced with low cost. Public components may be used to reach a feasible cost, as TinyRNG. Besides, SENSORLock blocks operate with symmetric encryption, which is fast and implies in low computational cost-and, consequently, less power consumption-compared to asymmetric encryption. The mechanism assures the protection of data stored in sensors, using a tamper-protected secret stored in a tamperresponsive device. Finally, the mechanism was applied to three key distribution architectures with different characteristics.
For this reason, we believe that SENSORLock is applicable to other sensor networks security architectures.
Even though our implementation does not fully model the original scheme in which the information is protected within a CM area, we claim that such hardware implementation would make the encryption and decryption of keys even faster.
Hence, this work intends to demonstrate the feasibility of implementing SENSORlock in real large-scale sensor networks.
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